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Abstract: To increase the payload, reduce energy consumption, improve work
efficiency and therefore must accordingly reduce the total hull weight of the sub-
mersible. This paper introduces a design optimization process for the pressure-
hull of submarines under uniform external hydrostatic pressure using both finite
element analysis (FEA) and optimization tools. A comprehensive study about
the optimum design of the pressure hull, to minimize the weight and increase
the volume, to reach minimum buoyancy factor and maximum operating depth
minimizing the buoyancy factor (B.F) is taken as an objective function with con-
straints of plate and frame yielding, general instability and deflection. The optimi-
zation process contains many design variables such as pressure-hull plate
thickness, unsupported spacing, dimensions of long and ring beams and finally
the elliptical submersible pressure-hull diameters. The optimization process was
conducted using ANSYS parametric design language (APDL) and ISIGHT. The
Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (G.A) is considered to conduct the optimization
process. Additionally, parametric analysis is done on the pressure hull to examine
the effect of different design variables on the pressure-hull design. As a result, the
B.F of the proposed optimal model is reduced by an average of 31.78% compared
with Reference Model (RM). Maximum von Mises stress is reduced by 27% as
well. These results can be helpful for submarine pressure-hull designers.
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1 Introduction

The weight of the hull is an essential factor of the submarines. It enables the submarines to withstand
hydrostatic pressure. The hull weight should be about half or less the total weight of submarines in dry
condition. Therefore, it is vital to increase the efficiency of the structure to enable more loads carried in
submarines. Working at high operating depths requires the perception of how hydrostatic pressure can be
affected on both the structural and materials. Submarines experience varying hydrostatic loads while in
operation due to diving therefore the pressure hull must be designed to achieve safety, reserve buoyancy
and space efficiency [1,2]. The diving depth is one of the most important criteria for designing the
submarine pressure-hull [3]. One of the main difficulties confronted by the designer of deep-submersibles
is to decrease the weight and increase the payload. Minimum structural weight is preferred by the
designer, those are same with the minimum buoyancy factor [4,5]. The machinery contributes
approximately only one-third of the total dry weight. The pressure-hull is the major structural element of
the submerged vehicles and forms approximately more than one-half of the entirety weight [5]. Therefore,
the minimum B.F design for the pressure hull aims to make the spaces that use and operate the
submarines, more efficient. Therefore, the velocity and the payload can be increased [6]. The payload is
considered as accommodation, weapon stowage and launching arrangements. The designer of submerged
vehicles illustrated that the safety factors ranging from 1.50–2.00 were considered acceptable in most
engineering practices [7]. Elsayed et al. [8,9] worked on optimization of stiffened pressure hulls made up
from composites and used the Sub Problem Approximation (SPA) technique to reduce the buoyancy
factor. Helal et al. [10] optimized a sandwich composite pressure hull to minimize the B.F and maximize
the buckling strength factor and deck area. It is noted that at extreme depths the core thickness plays a
minor role in the design of composite deep pressure hull. Helal et al. [11] presented a methodology for
the multi-objective optimization of cross elliptical pressure hull to maximize buckling capacity and
minimize the B.F. Several earlier researches have focused on solving and predicting different problems
and models as in [12–16]. Moreover, Helal et al. [17] presented the optimization procedure for increasing
the buckling capacity, and minimizing the (weight and drag force). Li et al. [18] performed a
collaborative optimization to minimize the composite pressure hull weigh. Jung et al. [19] analyzed and
presented a method for buckling pressure calculation of a filament wound cylindrical shell subjected to
hydrostatic pressure. Liang et al. [20] presented the optimization design of a composite cylindrical shell
under hydrostatic pressure. Imran et al. [21,22] conducted the optimization of a composite pressure-hull
for increasing the buckling load factor and reducing the Buoyancy Factor (B.F). Moreover, Helal et al.
[10,11,23] conducted the optimization analysis on a stiffened composite pressure-hull to minimize B.F.
The material failure and buckling load factor were employed as constraints in the optimization process.
Additionally, Garland [24] demonstrated that not only the weight to buoyancy ratio plays an important
role, but also a higher strength material requires less weight. Furthermore, Lee et al. [25] optimized a
composite cylinder under external hydrostatic pressure.

Do et al. [26] derived an empirical equations to predict the residual ultimate strength of both stringer and
ring stiffened cylinder under hydrostatic pressure, moreover found that the stringer-stiffened cylinder was
failed due to the local buckling at the stringer stiffener panels, whereas the ring-stiffened cylinder was
failed due to the overall buckling mode. Wei et al. [27] optimized the cross-sectional shape of the
stiffeners of a composite pressure hull to improve the stability and maximize the buckling pressure and
found that the stability was improved when the bottom angle of the trapezoidal stiffener is nearly one
hundred degrees. Muttaqie et al. [28] studied the optimum design of a steel pressure hull to find the
optimum weight and buoyancy coefficient based on the interactive nonlinear collapse strength analyses.
They used different materials at different operational design depths. It is found that the materials with
higher strengths show smaller buoyancy coefficients as depths increase. Muttaqie et al. [29] investigated
the failure behavior of ring-stiffened cylinder subjected to hydrostatic pressure. The local buckling
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pressure, overall buckling pressure, and yield pressure were examined. Viljoen et al. [30] investigated the
effect of corrosion thinning on the collapse pressure hull made of steel and predicted that the submarine
hull would buckle at a depth of 567 m when the nominal plate thickness is 25.4 mm, Owing to corrosion
thinning, the collapse pressure was reduced by 27 kPa per annum. Bagheri et al. [31] applied the genetic
algorithm (G.A) method to a multi-objective optimization problem of ring stiffened cylindrical shells.
Walker et al. [32] described multi-objective techniques for combining both G.A and Finite Element
Method (FEM) to minimize the weight and deflection. Costa et al. [33] described the application of a
genetic algorithm (G.A) to material and sizing optimization. Messager et al. [34] studied the design
optimization of the submarine to maximize the buckling pressure by using “G.A”. Jen [35] studied the
optimization of a pressure-hull with a ring-stiffened cylinder subjected to hydrostatic pressure. Adali et al.
[36] conducted an approach to optimize a laminate cylindrical pressure-hull. Moon et al. [37] studied the
buckling behavior of a composite cylinder subjected to hydrostatic pressure. Zhang et al. [38] examined
the buckling behaviours of six segmented toroids and a continuous toroid under external pressure. The
results showed a good agreement between the experimental observations and the numerical estimations.
Maalawi [39] showed a mathematical model for enhancing the buckling stability of composite cylinders
under external pressure to maximize the critical buckling pressure. Lee et al. [25] incorporated the
optimization to increase the design load of composite cylinders taking into consideration the material
failure and buckling. The optimization of a composite cylindrical pressure-hull was studied to minimize
the weight of pressure-hull structure through utilizing the multi-island genetic algorithm technique [40].
On the other hand, a reduction in the overall collapse and yield pressure of about 20% and 40%,
respectively, was found as a conclusion of studying the effect of corrosion on the stability and strength of
pressure-hulls [41]. Panteleev [42] introduced an optimization for sandwich structures and assured a
reduction by 23% in its weight by 23% compared to the constant thickness plate. Besides, a higher
strength material and stiffness was found to provide better buoyancy and less weight [24]. Geuskens et al.
[43] showed the interior configuration of the multi-bubble pressure cabin in detail, and analyzed it under
internal pressure. The multi-bubble is composed of cylindrical, spherical, toroidal and tapered membrane
elements.

From previous literature, B.F has a significant effect to enhance space utilization of submarines under
hydrostatic pressure and optimizing submerged pressure-hull. It is believed that BF needs more
investigations. In present work, a new optimal numerical model is established to minimize B.F of a
metallic deep-submerged pressure-hull subjected to hydrostatic pressure. This study presents some design
suggestions based on the results of design variables effects on each different physical quantity. Some
design variables show little influence. So that, they can be omitted to simplify the objective function and
accelerate the optimization process. Furthermore, all results are helpful in future design and development
of submersible pressure-hull under uniform external hydrostatic pressure. The remainder of this paper is
arranged as follows. In Section 2, some important design basics of submerged pressure-hull are
introduced. The failure mechanism is defined in Section 3. Optimization procedures are presented in
Section 4. In Section 5, Finite Element modeling and simulation for the proposed model is conducted
using ANSYS to obtain a Reference Model (RM). Then, an optimization study is developed using both
ANSYS and ISIGHT, considering the Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm. The results and conclusions are
discussed in details in Section 6.

2 Shapes and Material Requirements for Submarine Pressure-Hull

The forms of pressure hull structure, including spherical hull structure, ellipsoidal hull structure,
cylindrical hull structure, toroidal hull structure and composite hull structure are shown in Fig. 1 [44].
Cylindrical shapes are usually used for submarine pressure hulls rather than spheres as they provide a
good compromise between the structural efficiency and the internal space. The hull structural weight is
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one such parameter in that decreasing weight reduces the power demand throughout the service life [45].
Several pressure-hull arrangements that can be used in submersible bodies are illustrated in Fig. 2
[46–48]. The ring-stiffened hulls have better structural performances and are commonly used in
submarines and underwater vehicles [49,50]. The structural outline of a submarine pressure-hull is in the
form of a ring-stiffened circular cylinder, and blocked by end caps as illustrated in Fig. 3 [51].

In this paper, a pressure-hull in the form of the elliptical cylinder is selected as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
The materials used in manufacturing the underwater pressure-hulls must be capable of withstanding the
external pressures, and also have a proper property to withstand the surroundings [51]. If the submarines
and underwater vehicle’s wall thickness is large, the submarines and underwater vehicles will be sinking
like stone. The main materials for submarine pressure-hulls are composites, high strength steels, titanium
alloys and aluminum alloys [51].

The relationship between the collapse depth and B.F for an un-stiffened cylinder constructed from
different materials (HY80, GRP and CFRP), in case of both material and buckling failures, is shown in
Fig. 5 [52]. In the present study, the model was constructed from HY100 for the hull shell, and titanium
alloys for the stiffeners.

The Titanium alloy has high strength, good corrosion resistance and light weight compared with HY100.
The stress-strain curves for HY100 and titanium alloys are illustrated in Figs. 6a, 6b [53,54]. Furthermore,
the properties of the materials are presented in Tab. 1 [55,56].

Structural configuration
of pressure hull.

Spherical pressure hull.

Ellipsoidal pressure hull.

Single sphere pressure hull.

Multi-spheres pressure hull.

Oval pressure hull.

Water drop shaped pressure hull.

Sphere -cylinder pressure hull.

Composite pressure hull.

Cylindrical pressure hull.

Toroidal pressure hull.

Cone -cylinder pressure hull.

Straight cylindrical pressure hull

Arc shaped pressure hull.

Corrugated pressure hull.

Circular section pressure hull.

Elliptical cross section pressure hull.

Figure 1: Structural classification of pressure hulls
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3 Failure Mechanisms

The failure modes which governs the design procedures of the pressure-hull is related with a sudden loss
of stability, wherever the pressure-hull can no longer hold its shape and suddenly collapses to a shape with
less internal volume, under a constant load. This failure is defined as buckling. To enhance the buckling
strength of the pressure-hull shells is to stiffen with ring stiffeners [57]. The failure mode of particular
ring-shell geometry will depend on the shell-thickness-to-radius ratio, the ring beam-spacing-to-the shell-
radius ratio, the ring cross-sectional-area to the shell cross-sectional area ratio additionally, the geometric,
the materials properties and material imperfections [58]. The first failure mode is an accordion-type pleat
around the circumference between adjacent rings, and it can occur in more than one bay. The 2nd failure
mode is lobar buckling of the pressure-hull which is a phenomenon associated with a sudden loss of
stability across the shell, which can occur for a lower pressure than what it would require the vessel to

Pure monocoque metallic hull wall construction Gas-storage toroidal tube-stiffener hull wall construction

Traditional ring-stiffened hull wall construction. Trapezoid corrugated hull wall construction.

Ring-stiffened corrugated pressure hull. Sandwich hull wall construction.

Upper facing sheet

Lower facing sheet

Core layer

Ring stiffenersBolts

Ring-stiffener

Gas storage tube-stiffener

Truncated conical

shells

Figure 2: Shape of various wall architectures used for pressure hulls

External HullDomed End

Atmospheric
Pressure

Water
Pressure

Pressure Hull

Axis

Domed EndDo
Water Pressure

Figure 3: Usual shape of a submarine pressure hull
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yield and happens between the adjacent rings, resulting in the appearance of lobes around the circumference
of the shell [48]. A further source of pressure hull instability is frame tripping, which refers to the torsional
buckling of an inadequately proportioned ring-stiffener. The 3rd failure mode is the general instability, in
which both the shell and the ring beams can fail if the ring beams are not strong enough. This is defined
as critical buckling pressure; Pcr. Fig. 7 shows the typical pressure hull structure and buckling modes
[45]. For an infinitely long circular cylinder under uniform radial pressure, the critical buckling pressure
is given as in [48] and defined as follow:

Pcr ¼ E

4ð1� m2Þ
t

Rm

� �3

(1)

where: Pcr denotes the critical buckling pressure in N/mm², t denotes the shell thickness of the cylinder cross-
section in mm, Rm denote the mean radius of the shell in mm, E denotes Young’s modulus in N/mm² and ν
denotes the Poisson’s ratio. The following Greiner analytical Eq. (2) given in [48] is the most accurate
instability formula for a cylindrical shell under hydrostatic pressure.
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E

t

R
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where: r, denotes the radius of the pressure-hull shell in mm, l, denotes the length of the pressure-hull shell in
mm and n, denotes the number of circumferential lobes.

For predicting the general instability failure mode Eqs. (3) and (4) were used namely Bryant and
Kendrick Equations as follow.
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Figure 4: Geometry of the pressure-hulls
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a) Bryant Equation [59].
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Figure 5: Weight to displacement ratio vs. collapse depth for un-stiffened cylinders
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Figure 6: The stress strain curve for both HY100 and Titanium alloy

Table 1: Material properties for steel and titanium alloy

Material Specific
density ρ
(Kg.m−3)

Young’s
modulus E
(GPa)

Compressive
yield
strength
σy (MPa)

Ultimate
strength
σU
(MPa)

Poisson
ratio U

HY100 7.828 210 690 793.5 0.29

Titanium
alloys

4.5 120 827 890 0.3
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b) Kendrick Equation [59]

Pcr ¼ Et

R

p4R4

L4

n2 þ p2R2

2L2
� 1
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n2 þ p2R2
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EIeðn2 � 1Þ

L
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where: (Ie) denotes the effective moment of inertia comprising one stiffener plus an effective shell width in
mm4. L, denotes the cylindrical shell Length in mm. R, denotes the cylindrical shell radius in mm. N, denote
the number of the ring beams. ec, denotes the stiffeners and the shell effective width eccentricity. To ensure
stability, the critical buckling strength (Pcr) must be exceeding the actual load (Pact) and the calculated critical
pressure multiplied by (0.75) when used in the design [60].

One of the yield criteria should be used to predict the actual structural failure, which defines the
allowable state of stress for a material. For isotropic structures, von Mises yield criterion is the most
commonly used criteria based on the distortion energy theory. Therefore, von Mises yielding criteria is
used in this work to evaluate the capability of the pressure-hull to resist the yielding failure. The failure
index (IF) is calculated as following [20]:

IF ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r211 � r11r22 þ r222

p
r0

(5)

where:σ0 is the material yielding strength, σ11 and σ22 are the principal stresses. In this study, both von Mises
and buckling load multiplier ð� ¼ P

Pcr
Þ are incorporated to verify the static failure.

4 Design Optimization Procedures

The optimization method introduces optimal design from all available possible designs [61–63]. Like
other genetic algorithms, MIGA represents each design point as an individual with a certain value of

Ring stiffened cone Internally Ring stiffened Cylinder Load bearing
Bulkhead

a

a

b c

b c

Section a-a Section b-b Section c-c

Elasto - Plastic Interframe
Collapse

Elastic Overall Buckling
(n=2)

Torospherical
Dome

Elastic Interframe
Buckling (n=8)

Figure 7: Typical pressure hull structure and buckling modes
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fitness, based on the value of an objective function and constraint penalty. The design optimization problem
of the pressure-hull is to minimize the whole weight of submersible pressure-hull under constraints of failure
and buckling strength. Fig. 8 shows the optimization flow chart for the elliptical pressure-hull. The structural
model was run with four different mesh sizes element, representing 300, 200, 100 and 50 mm to check the
convergence. It is seen that variation in displacement and stresses values are insignificant, therefore
simulation was carried out with 100 mm average element size.

4.1 Design Variables

Design variables are parameters that can change the specifications of the model within a pre-defined
range during the optimization process. In the present study, the design variables are the distance between
ring stiffener (Li) of the cross-elliptical pressure-hull, the radii of the ellipse of the elliptical submersible
pressure-hull (the maximum diameter “Rmajor” and the minimum diameter “Rminor”), the ring and long
beam dimensions (W11, T11, W21, T21, W12, T12, W22 and T22), the stiffeners orientation angle (θ) and the
shell thickness of each part of the submersible pressure-hull (Th1, Th2 and Th3).

Initiate design variables

Finite Element Analysis using ANSYS APDL

Renew

Design

Variables

Converged?

Optimum Design Outcomes

Create the optimization model

Optimization problem Definition

(Design variables, constraints, objective function)

Yes

No

Static Structural and Buckling Analyses

Connect the data to (Design Explorer and ISIGHT)

Express objective, parameters and constraints

Start

End

Evaluate objective function ANSYS / ISIGHT

Termination
condition reached?

No

Yes

Not converged

Figure 8: Design optimization flow chart
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4.2 Objective Function

The objective function F(x) of the optimization used in this study is to minimize the buoyancy factor
(B.F). The buoyancy factor has been utilized as an optimization objective in recent research [64–66]. If
the weight-to-displacement ratio (B.F) is equal to or smaller than unity, the structure will float; otherwise,
it sinks like a stone. The buoyancy factor is calculated by dividing the weight of the pressure-hull by the
weight of the water displaced by the pressure-hull as shown in Eq. (6).

FðX Þ:Minimize
Total pressure hull weight

The weight of the fluid displaced by the volume of the pressure� hull

� �
(6)

4.3 Design Constraints

Generally, the requirement that need to be satisfied in the design is the safety of the hull structure under
loading conditions. In this study, the constraining equations in the optimization can be classified into three
types of constraints, namely: material strength, instability and side constraints. To prevent failure of material
for shell and stiffeners, von-Mises stress (σv) must be smaller than the yield stress (σy) of the steel and
titanium alloy. The material constraints are denoted by Eq. (7).

sy � sv (7)

The buckling load multiplier (λ) is considered as a structural instability constraint and must be equal to or
higher than 1. Therefore, a general instability of elliptical submersible pressure-hull is presented as:

� ¼ P

Pcr
� 1 (8)

where: (Pcr) is the minimum critical buckling load and (P) is the actual operating loading. For side constraints
the higher and lower limits of different variables are shown in Tab. 2.

5 Finite Element Modeling of the Pressure-Hull and Numerical Simulation

The FEM is generally used for solving numerous problems of engineering furthermore, predicting the
behavior of the structural elements [67–71]. As illustrates in Fig. 9, the FEM of the pressure-hull is
constructed in ANSYS. The pressure-hull was modeled using BEAM189 for stiffeners and SHELL93 for
the shell [72,73]. Beam and shell mesh for the full model are illustrated in Fig. 10. It consists of
20828 elements and 55840 nodes. The average element size employed in the ANSYS was 0.1 m. The
boundary conditions applied within the model were a symmetry boundary condition in all nodes at “X-Z

Table 2: Higher and lower limits of different variables

Lower limit Higher limit

Elliptical submersible pressure-hull radii, Ri, i = major, minor RL
i RH

i

Distance between ring stiffener, Li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 LLi LHi
Shell thickness, Thi, i = 1, 2, 3 ThLi ThHi
The ribs structure of T cross-section for beam element

Wi1, i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2 WL
ij WH

ij

Ti1, i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2 TL
ij TH

ij

Operating depth, H HL HU
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plane” and “Y-Z plane”. Moreover, due to the fluid flow in the “Z-direction”, one single node was constrained
in Z-direction according to studies [10,74].

6 Results and Discussion

Results of the RM using ANSYS are illustrated in Tab. 3. The optimal objective function (buoyancy
factor (B.F)) is 0.601. Results of optimal design model using ANSYS and ISIGHT are illustrated in
Tab. 4. Results revealed that the optimal objective function (B.F) is equal to 0.41. Furthermore, Results
can overcome all structural failures until the operating depth of 1772.5 m. Furthermore, the table indicates
that the buckling strength factor is equal to 5.35, and the maximum permissible deflection is equal to
6.2 mm. In addition, the major diameter Rmajor is equal to 1600 mm, and the minor diameter Rminor is
equal to 1400 mm. The findings from these results revealed that the B.F is reduced by 31.78%.
Additionally, maximum von Mises stress is reduced by 27%. Fig. 11 presented the output responses of
the maximum deflection due to design variables during the optimization processes. For operating depth
(H), the distance between ring stiffeners L1 and major diameter, the maximum deflection value increases
as the aforementioned parameters increased and vice versa for minor diameter (Rminor), stiffener height
(T11) and Shell thickness (Th1). Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is performed to thoroughly the results
of the planning variables upon the structural strength of the pressure-hull.

Figure 9: The finite element model of the hull structure

Figure 10: The mesh of the global model
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Deformation distribution over the global model is presented in Fig. 12. It reveals that displacement
distribution in X-direction over the global model is approximately equal to displacement distribution in
Y-direction with maximum values 5 and 6 mm, respectively. Furthermore, the maximum magnitude of the
displacement occurs at the centroids regions of the submarine’s hull. Additionally, displacement distribution
in Z-direction for the global model is too small and equals to 0.88 mm. The deformation distribution over
the ring and long beams in X, Y and Z direction were presented in Fig. 13 and reveals that the maximum
magnitude of the displacement occurs at the centroids regions for both X and Y directions. Additionally, the
displacement distribution in Z-direction equals to 0.88 mm. Furthermore, Fig. 14 presents the principal
stresses and von Mises stresses distribution. The maximum value in case of the first principal stress
distribution is larger than the maximum value of the second principal stress distribution. Additionally, the
third principal stress distribution over the global model is nearly uniform distribution.

Table 3: The optimization results of the RM using ANSYS

Buckling strength factor (λ) Maximum von mises stress Maximum deflection (δMAX) B.F

22.225 756 (Mpa) 14.5 (mm) 0.601

Table 4: The optimization results of the submersible pressure-hull

Name Mode Type Value Lower Upper Objective

Buckling strength factor (λ) Output Real 5.35 1 –

Maximum von Mises stress Output Real 5.52 × 108 Pa – 7.90 × 108

Maximum deflection (δMAX) Output Real 6.2 mm – 0.02

L1 Input/Output Real 0.7 m 0.5 1.2

L2 Input/Output Real 0.7 m 0.5 1.2

L3 Input/Output Real 0.7 m 0.5 1.2

L4 Input/Output Real 0.7 m 0.5 1.2

Rmajor Input/Output Integer 1600 mm 1550 1800

Rminor Input/Output Integer 1400 mm 1300 1500

T11 Input/Output Real 10 mm 0.005 0.05

T12 Input/Output Real 10 mm 0.005 0.05

T21 Input/Output Real 10 mm 0.005 0.05

T22 Input/Output Real 10 mm 0.005 0.05

Th1 Input/Output Real 15 mm 0.008 0.04

Th2 Input/Output Real 0.01 0.005 0.04

Th3 Input/Output Real 0.01 0.005 0.04

W11 Input/Output Real 100 mm 0.02 0.15

W12 Input/Output Real 100 mm 0.02 0.15

W21 Input/Output Real 100 mm 0.02 0.15

W22 Input/Output Real 100 mm 0.02 0.15

BF Output Real 0.410 – – minimize

H Input/Output Real 1772.5 m 1000 2000
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

H (m)

Rmajor (mm)
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Rminor (mm)

L1 (m)

Figure 11: Output responses of maximum deflection due to design variables during optimization processes
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6.1 The Effect of Design Variables on B.F

The B.F is describing the efficiency of the submarine pressure-hull. The critical value of B.F is one.
Fig. 15 demonstrates that B.F is directly proportional to shell thickness (Th1) and ring beam width (W11

and W21). Additionally, B.F is inversely proportional to the major diameter (Rmajor) and minor diameter
(Rminor). A larger shell thickness (Th1) or ring beam width (W11 and W21) implies a higher B.F.
Furthermore, increasing the major diameter (Rmajor) and minor diameter (Rminor) can decrease the B.F.

6.2 The Effect of Design Variables on the Deflection Value

The effect of operating depth (H) upon the maximum deflection value is illustrated in Fig. 16a. It is
shown that maximum deflection value increases as the operating depth increases. Furthermore, Fig. 16b
illustrates that increasing Rmajor can increase the maximum deflection value. Additionally, It is noticed
that Rmajor has a higher effect on maximum deflection value compared to H. Additionally; Fig. 16d
confirms that maximum deflection value is inversely proportional to shell thickness (Th1), rib width (W11

and W21) and Rminor. The angle (θ) has little effect on the maximum deflection value. Furthermore, the
maximum deflection value is nearly constant as (θ) increases.

Figure 12: Deformation distribution over the global model
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6.3 The Effect of Design Variables on the Buckling Strength Factor

The buckling strength factor is the ratio between the critical buckling loads to operating loading. The
pressure-hull is buckle when the actual load exceeds the critical value. To ensure stability, the critical
buckling strength must exceed the actual load and must be greater than 1. Fig. 17a shows the effect of
operating depth (H) on the buckling strength factor. It is noticed that, the buckling strength factor
declines when the operating depth enlarges. Maximum variant take place when H is greater than 2000 m.
After that, the buckling strength factor decreases rapidly.

The effect of Rmajor on the buckling strength factor is shown in Fig. 17b. The figure illustrates that
increasing Rmajor decreases the buckling strength factor rapidly, and best values occur when Rmajor is
ranging from 1.5–1.7 m. After that, as Rmajor increases, the value of the buckling strength factor decreases
to the minimum rate. Fig. 17c shows effect of Rminor on the buckling strength factor. The figure illustrates
that as Rminor increases, the buckling strength factor increases, and the best performance occurs when
Rminor is equal to Rmajor, and the maximum value of the buckling strength factor is achieved to 60.
Fig. 17d illustrates the effect of pressure-hull wall thickness (Th1) on the buckling strength factor. The
results reveal that, the increase in Th1 increases the buckling strength factor. Figs. 17e, 17f present the
effect of W11 and W22 on the buckling strength factor, and illustrate that the two figures have a similar

Figure 13: Deformation distribution over the ring and long beams
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trend. Furthermore, Fig. 17g shows the effect of θ on the buckling strength factor, and indicates that while θ
increases, the buckling strength factor increases until θ = 22°. After that, the buckling strength factor
decreases rapidly until θ = 30°, and the minimum variation occurs in the range from θ = 30° to 40°.

6.4 The Effect of Design Variables on the Maximum von Mises Stresses

The effect of operating depth (H) on the maximum von Mises stresses is presented in Fig. 18a where the
maximum von Mises stress increases as the operating depth increases. Fig. 18b presents the effect of Rmajor on
the maximum von Mises stress. As Rmajor increases, maximum von Mises stress is nearly constant. After that,
maximum von Mises stress increases linearly as Rmajor increases. Fig. 18c presents the effect of Rminor on
maximum von Mises stress value. As Rminor increases, the maximum von Mises stress decreases until Rminor
equals 1.49 m. After that, von Mises stresses nearly remain constant. Fig. 18d shows the effect of Th1 on
the maximum value of von Mises stress, which is inversely proportional to shell thickness (Th1) until Th1 =
0.016 m. Then, maximum von Mises stress values remain constant as the shell thickness (Th1) increases.

Fig. 18e presents the effect ofW11 on the value of maximum von Mises stress. The figure reveals that as
W11 increases, the maximum vonMises stress decreases untilW11 = 0.0937 m. Then the maximum vonMises
stress value increases asW11 increases. Fig. 18f demonstrates the effect ofW21 on maximum von Mises stress

Figure 14: Stress distribution over the global model
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values. The figure reveals that asW21 increases, maximum von Mises stress value decreases, untilW21 = 0.3 m.
After that, the maximum vonMises stress value increases, asW21 increases. Fig. 18g shows the effect of θ upon
the maximum von Mises stress value. The figure indicates that, as θ increases, the maximum von Mises stress
values are relatively constant.

(a) (b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Rmajor (m)

Th1 (m)

Rminor (m)

Figure 15: The effect of buoyancy factor by design variables
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Rmajor (m)

Rminor (m)

Figure 16: The effect of maximum deflection by design variables
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Figure 17: The effect of buckling strength factor by design variables
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Figure 18: The effect of maximum von Mises stress by design variables
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7 Conclusions

This paper presents a new model using FEA, optimization and sensitivity analysis on a metallic
pressure-hull by improving the design and enhancing the structural capacity by minimizing the B.F. The
study illustrated that, the optimal model enhanced the B.F by 31.78% compared to the prototype model.
Additionally, B.F was extraordinarily influenced by design variables such as (Rmajor, Rminor and Th1). This
model also improved the maximum von Mises stress by 27% compared to the prototype one. Moreover,
the design variables (H, Rmajor, Rminor and Th1) have a remarkable influence upon the maximum von Mises
stress, however, the design variable (θ) shows a little influence, while the design variables (W11, and W21)
have a moderate impact. The maximum deflection value was improved by 57% compared to the
prototype model. Moreover, the design variables (H and Rmajor) strongly influence the maximum
deflection values, which the deflection increases as these design variables increase. The Buckling strength
factor (λ) value decreased with a ratio equal 76% compared to the prototype model. Both material failure
and buckling strength factor should be considered in the design of submersible pressure-hull.
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